The University, along with 32 other leading colleges around the world, is bringing college-level courses to more than 1 million interested individuals for free. Using Coursera as a platform to deliver educational content, the institutions are opening up higher education and making world-class instruction accessible to more than 1 million students across 196 countries. The University's initiative to participate in this program is commendable, and more universities should follow suit and offer open access to educational resources.
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Lead by example, President Coleman

The jobs aren't coming back without changing policy.

Barring a Chinese revolution and the introduction of new technologies and regulations, we will continue to experience a more than 12 million job shortfall over the next 10 years. Lower- and middle-income workers face a bleak future. They are likely to work full-time and earn low wages, without access to benefits.

The manufacturing illusion

B] easily mean that the manufacturing industry will return to America. As President Barack Obama's infrastructure program indicated, the majority of manufacturing jobs will go to robots. The jobs don't come back in the way that is being promised.
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CONTRIBUTE TO THE COVERAGE

Readers are encouraged to submit letters to the editor and viewpoints. Words should be fewer than 300 words and viewpoints should be 500-550 words. In both cases, the writer's full name and University affiliation to be typed on paper or email.
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OPINION

The jobs aren't coming back without changing policy.

Barring a Chinese revolution and the introduction of new technologies and regulations, we will continue to experience a more than 12 million job shortfall over the next 10 years. Lower- and middle-income workers face a bleak future. They are likely to work full-time and earn low wages, without access to benefits.